A Message from the Graduate Writing Center

The best way to move from thinking (and worrying) about a writing project is to schedule time for it. You can do that through the Graduate Writing Center by

- making an appointment to meet with a consultant on Teams to brainstorm, map, and set achievable goals--no need to have a draft in hand!
- making an online Teams or a Review by Email appointment to get a consultant's take on what you've accomplished with a draft or partial draft and what your next steps might be
- registering for one or more of our Friday Afternoon (Virtual) Graduate Writing Retreats. (Deadline to register for each week's retreat is end of day Thursday!)
- visiting our Resources for Writers page, including strategies and approaches for getting started and for cultivating productive and healthy writing habits.

We have morning, afternoon, and evening appointments available throughout the week, and we now offer some Saturday afternoon appointments too!

Did you know? If you have a long or technical draft that you'd like your consultant to familiarize themselves with before you meet, you can make a two-part Review and Meet appointment. Make one appointment with a consultant, mark it Review, describe your project/stage of writing/concerns, and upload or provide a link to your draft. Also make a second appointment with the same consultant and mark it Meet. This is the appointment you will attend, your consultant meeting you on Teams and ready to discuss your draft.